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ABSTRACT
Long-term genetic contributions (ri) measure lasting gene ¯ow from an individual i. By accounting for
linkage disequilibrium generated by selection both within and between breeding groups (categories),
assuming the in®nitesimal model, a general formula was derived for the expected contribution of ancestor
i in category q (mi(q)), given its selective advantages (si(q)). Results were applied to overlapping generations
and to a variety of modes of inheritance and selection indices. Genetic gain was related to the covariance
between ri and the Mendelian sampling deviation (ai), thereby linking gain to pedigree development.
When si(q) includes ai, gain was related to E[mi(q)ai], decomposing it into components attributable to within
and between families, within each category, for each element of si(q). The formula for mi(q) was consistent
with previous index theory for predicting gain in discrete generations. For overlapping generations,
accurate predictions of gene ¯ow were obtained among and within categories in contrast to previous
theory that gave qualitative errors among categories and no predictions within. The generation interval
was de®ned as the period for which mi(q), summed over all ancestors born in that period, equaled 1.
Predictive accuracy was supported by simulation results for gain and contributions with sib-indices, BLUP
selection, and selection with imprinted variation.
SELECTION theory has not generally addressed how pact of selective advantages and this must be accountedfor to predict the ¯ow of an individual's genes throughthe number of descendants from an individual
grows or reduces over time in relation to properties of a population over time. These changes affect the com-
parative gene ¯ow of different breeding groups or cate-the population. This is perhaps surprising because the
gories and of different individuals within categories.development of the pedigree over generations provides
The general development builds upon the pioneeringthe framework for the passage of genes through the
work of Wray and Thompson (1990) and more recentlypopulation, forming the link between our understand-
the studies of Woolliams et al. (1993; mass selection),ing of individual genotypes and the way such genotypes
Wray et al. (1994; sib-indices), and Woolliams andin¯uence the population. Such an understanding pro-
Thompson (1994). First, the concept of genetic contri-vides answers to, for example, the relative importance
butions is considered in relation to genetic gain, and aof individuals within a generation; where genetic change
general formula for gain is proved. The expected ge-has arisen; how quickly the change generated has spread
netic contribution of an individual to subsequent gener-through the population; with what precision we are able
ations is derived, and the relationship of the long-termto predict this change; how genetic change is related
genetic contribution with gain is used to show the consis-to the loss of variation; and how genetic change in one
tency between the developed theory and classical theorygeneration relates to that in a subsequent generation.
(e.g., Bulmer 1980). The concept of the generationThese questions have no general framework within
interval is reevaluated as a natural extension of the con-which they can be answered although some special cases
tribution theory. Many of the detailed results are derivedhave been investigated (e.g., Villanueva et al. 1996;
assuming an equilibrium. The uses of the developedBijma and Woolliams 1999).
formulae are shown in examples of selection applied toThe objective of this study is to describe the expecta-
discrete generations using sib-indices, using best lineartions for the proliferation of genetic lines using the
unbiased predictors (BLUP), with imprinted variation,concept of genetic contributions. The generation of
and with overlapping generations.linkage disequilibrium during selection changes the im-
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Corresponding author: J. A. Woolliams, Roslin Institute (Edinburgh),
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TABLE 1
The notational conventions for the principal parameters
t, u Time variables
p, q One of a total of nc categories de®ned by sex and age
i, j, i(q) Individuals in the population; i(q) denotes individual in category q
Gt, DG Genetic merit of population at time t and rate of genetic gain
Tm, Tf Number of male and female candidates available for selection
ri(q) Long-term contribution of i in category q
ai, Ai Mendelian sampling term and breeding value of i
Si Selection score for i; 0 or 1 according to i selected or not
si(q) Vector of selective advantages for i(q), of length ns; mean over all selected in category q is sq
mi(q) Expected long-term contribution, assumed to be linear regression on si(q) of form ai(q) 1 bTq (si(q) 2 sq)
a, b Vectors of the coef®cients for mi(q), of lengths nc and nc ns, respectively
Xp Number of parents in category p; the nc 3 nc diagonal matrix N has elements Xp
gpq Proportion of genes of selected individuals in category p that derive from parents of category q; the nc 3
nc matrix G has elements gpq; the nc 3 nc matrix Gp has elements other than the pth row equal to zero.
g0, pq Proportion of genes among the newborn from which category p are selected that derive from parents of
category q
lpq Regression coef®cients of proportion selected in category p on si(q) for parent in category q; has dimension
1 3 ns; the nc 3 ncns matrix L has elements lpq
ppq Regression coef®cients of sj(p) on si(q) for parent in category q; has dimension ns 3 ns; the ncns 3 ncns matrix
P has elements ppq
h2, h20 Heritability of trait in candidates, and heritability in unselected base generation
s2A, s2P, s2I Additive genetic, phenotypic, and index variance
iq, kq Standardized selection intensity and variance reduction coef®cient for category q
r, L Index accuracy and generation interval
dpq For re®ning a: dpq 5 E[sj(p) | j(p) has category q parent] 2 sp; has dimension ns 3 1; the ncns 3 nc matrix
D has elements dpq
bq(p, t), cq(p, t) For ancestor i in category q at time 0, the genetic contribution to selected individuals in category p time
t is cq(p, t) 1 bq(p, t)(Ai(q) 2 Aq), with vector of coef®cients for all categories p denoted by cq(t) and bq(t)
fq(p, t) Regression of Aj(p) for selected j(p) at time t on Ai(q) for ancestor i(q) at time 0, with vector for all categories
p denoted by fq(t)
tm, tf, tw For sib-indices: regression of the index on the sire's and dam's transmitting ability and on the candidate's
Mendelian sampling term;
t, i, k For sib-indices: t 5 1¤2(tm 1 tf); i 5 1¤2(im 1 if); k 5 1¤2(k m 1 k f)
z, k For sib-indices: z 5 rsA; k 5 [kt 1 1¤8(tm 2 tf)(km 2 k f]
tions was introduced by James and McBride (1958) and was the observed contribution by whatever means it is achieved.
However, to develop the concept of gene ¯ow, which is impor-developed by Wray and Thompson (1990) for the prediction
of rates of inbreeding (DF). Given the fundamental nature of tant for understanding the dynamics of overlapping genera-
tions, the tracking of categories is required. Therefore, tothe concept of this article, the de®nition is restated. The
genetic contribution of an ancestor i born at time u to an keep notation minimal at any given stage, the notation for
contributions is developed through the article, and a balanceindividual j born at time t (.u) is the proportion of the genes
of j that are expected to derive by descent from ancestor between consistency and simplicity was attempted.
The following notation is used initially: ri,u( j, t) is the contri-i. This is different from the de®nition used by Wray and
Thompson (1990), who multiplied this proportion by Xm 1 bution of ancestor i that was born at time u to individual j
born at time t; ri,u(t) is the mean contribution over all theXf (where Xm and Xf are the number of male and female
parents in a generation); but as shown by Woolliams et al. newborn cohort at time t (i.e., one-half of the mean for new-
born males plus one-half of the mean for newborn females).(1993), a contribution is more usefully de®ned without this
rescaling. It is also distinct from the numerator genetic rela- For the long-term contributions of i, ri,u 5 ri,u(t) as t → ∞. For
long-term contributions there is less need to specify u, and ritionship that considers shared genes, not only those restricted
to descent: so full-sibs make no genetic contribution to each is used. Tm males and Tf females are scored in each cohort
at random, and only scored individuals are candidates forother although they have a genetic relationship .0.
The notation is de®ned to allow extensions to overlapping breeding opportunities.
The populations are assumed to mix over time. With mixing,generations. Therefore contributions are de®ned within and
between categories, where the categories are de®ned by both the contribution a particular ancestor makes to later-born
individuals tends to a value that is the same for all individualsage and sex and, potentially, breeding use (e.g., nucleus fe-
males and other females). Over its lifetime an individual moves in later cohorts; i.e., for each i, the variance of ri,u( j, t) among
j tends to 0 as t → ∞ (Wray and Thompson 1990). Thisthrough various categories. An initial objective is to show the
relationship between contributions and rate of gain, and for value is the long-term contribution ri and will differ between
individual ancestors, depending upon the lifetime breedingthis there is no need to identify details of the category of an
individual and what is happening to the different categories use of i, its breeding value, and other selective advantages
both genetic and nongenetic, and chance factors. Wray andover time. For this objective it is necessary only to consider
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Thompson (1990) and Grundy et al. (1998) describe in more E[DGeq] 5 TmE[ri(m)ai(m)] 1 TfE[ri(f )ai(f )] (3)
detail the relationship between the long-term contribution
or equivalently, E[DGeq] 5 Tmcov(ri(m), ai(m)) 1 Tfcov(ri(f ), ai( f )).and the numerator relationship matrix.
An equivalent expression to Equation 3 can be given as aThe full development presented in this article assumes the
continuous function of time (available from the authors).in®nitesimal model with negligible rates of inbreeding, be-
Comparison of Equation 3 with other expressions of gain:cause this satis®es the principal requirement for a period
The traditional formula for quantitative genetic gain expressesof equilibrium in the population structure. This study uses
gain as the product of selection intensity (i), accuracy (r), andMendelian sampling terms to mean the deviation of the breed-
genetic standard deviation (sA) de®ned in a single generation.ing value of an individual from the mean of its parents' breed-
Equation 3 makes explicit and clear that (i) genetic gain musting values and Mendelian sampling variance to mean the
arise from ªgoodº ancestors contributing more genes; (ii) thisvariance of these deviations.
process of contributing genes concerns more than a singleRates of gain: The breeding value of an individual may be
generation; (iii) sustained gain depends on utilizing the newdecomposed into a sum of independent terms involving the
variation, i.e., the Mendelian sampling variation, entering thebreeding values of the base generation and Mendelian sam-
population each generation; and (iv) quantitatively, the covari-pling terms of all other ancestors. This may be done by observ-
ance of ri with ai gives a complete description of the processing that (i) the breeding value of an individual j born at time
involved in items (i)±(iii).t can be expressed as the average of its parental breeding
The traditional expression for gain may be the most tracta-values plus a deviation (the Mendelian sampling term), which
ble form for calculation in most schemes, but it is unclearis independent of its parental breeding values, i.e., Aj,t 5
that this will always be the case, e.g., with quadratic indices as1¤2Asire 1 1¤2Adam 1 aj,t; and (ii) by going backward through the
described by Meuwissen (1997) and Grundy et al. (1998).pedigrees, this substitution can be repeated for each genera-
However, it is shown that formulae developed in the nexttion of ancestors until the base generation is reached. The
sections and used in Equation 3 lead to estimates for rates ofcoef®cients for these terms are the genetic contributions of
gain that are precisely equivalent to the traditional expressionthe ancestors to individual j born at time t. Therefore,
for important cases. Therefore, the main outcome of Equation
3 is that the rate of gain has been connected to the pedigree,Aj,t 5 o
t
u51
o
i
ri,u( j, t)ai,u 1 o
i
ri,0( j, t)Ai,0.
which is not apparent with irsA. Equation 3 is useful for decom-
posing achieved gain, but its usefulness for prediction is lim-The second term is to allow for the base population, not
ited because ri is observed. Therefore, it is necessary to developnecessarily unselected, where it is assumed that parents are
expectations for ri.unknown and so all the genetic information prior to t 5 0 is
Framework for general solution: As described above, onecontained in this base information. Let Gt, the genetic merit
reason for deriving expected long-term contributions is toof the population at time t, be the average of the breeding
exploit the relationships between the long-term contributionsvalues of the newborn males and females, i.e., Gt 5 1¤2Rjmales
and rates of gain by replacing the observed ri. There are otherT21m Aj,t 1 1¤2 RjfemalesT21f Aj,t; then Gt 5 Rtu51 Ri ri,u(t)ai,u 1 Ri ri,0(t)Ai,0.
reasons that are perhaps more important: ®rst, the expectedBecause E[ai,u] 5 0, the cross-product riai is related to the
contributions are involved in predicting rates of inbreedingcovariance between ri and ai; thus sustained genetic gain is
(DF) in selected populations using the relationship betweenrelated to the creation of covariance between contributions
DF and the sum of squared contributions (Wray and Thomp-and Mendelian sampling terms.
son 1990; Woolliams et al. 1993); second, the expected long-Let the gain made by selection in cohort t be DGt 5 Gt11 2
term contributions represent the expected gene ¯ow in theGt, and Dri,u(t) 5 ri,u(t 1 1) 2 ri,u(t); then
population, and in complex population structures (with over-
lapping generations and breeding pyramids) this informationDGt 5 o
t
u51
o
i
Dri,u(t)ai,u 1 o
i
Dri,0(t)Ai,0. (1)
is essential for scheme design. To develop expected contribu-
tions it is necessary to modify slightly the notation used. InBecause the population is assumed to mix, the terms Dri,u(t) → particular, it is necessary for breeding categories (i.e., ages and0 as t → ∞ and so Dri,u(t)ai,u → 0 as t → ∞ for a ®xed u, sexes) to be explicit, so i(q) denotes an ancestor in category q.and, in particular, the terms for the base population terms in
The expected long-term contribution of individual i(q) isEquation 1 tend to 0. Therefore for large t, summing over
de®ned conditional on a vector of ns selective advantages, si(q).males (i(m)) and females (i( f )) separately and taking expecta-
The si(q) are expressed as deviations from the average of thetions,
selected contemporaries sq. The selective advantages in¯uence
the success of the offspring and (or) may in¯uence the selec-E[DGt] 5 o
t
u51
o
q5mf
TqE[Dri(q),u(t)ai(q),u]. (2) tion of subsequent descendants, i.e., mi(q) 5 E[ri(q)|si(q)]. For
example, an expected breeding value (EBV) of an ancestor
If an equilibrium is approached (as will be the case with the at the time of selection of its own offspring will in¯uence the
in®nitesimal model when inbreeding is ignored), the ex- number of offspring that are selected and will play a role
pected change in covariance between ri and ai will depend only in the number of grand-offspring selected; in contrast, the
on t 2 u and not on u per se, i.e., only on the elapsed time corresponding prediction error of the EBV will not in¯uence
since the ancestor's birth, and not on the actual time of birth. selection of offspring but will in¯uence selection of grand-
So E[Dri(q),u(t)ai(q),u] 5 E[Dri(q),u1dt(t 1 dt)ai(q),u1dt]. offspring. The conditional expectation expresses the expected
After making these substitutions, DGt may be expressed as contribution as a function of the selective advantages. If a
a sum of changes in contributions of individual ancestors, i.e., linear model for the conditional expectation is assumed, then
mi(q) 5 aq 1 b
T
q (si(q) 2 sq). If an equilibrium is assumed, then
o
t
u51
E[Dri(q),u(t)ai(q),u] 5 o
u21
t50
E[Dri(q),u(u 1 t)ai(q),u]. the coef®cients aq and bq will not change over generations
and the same coef®cients can be used for both the ancestor
and the selected offspring. The expected lifetime long-termFor u large enough, the right-hand side will approach its
contribution of an individual i is the sum of the expectedequilibrium value E[ri(q),uai(q),u]. Therefore, for a suf®ciently
long-term contributions for all categories that i belonged tolarge t, E[DGt] 5 E[DGeq] and substitution of these results into
Equation 2 gives over its lifetime.
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The objective of the following section is to de®ne a set of G are described in detail by Bijma and Woolliams (1999)
and brie¯y in the application concerning overlapping genera-achievable steps that can be followed to derive formulae for
aq and bq to obtain expected contributions even in complex tions in this article.
Step 2, de®ning and deriving L: A regression model is requiredbreeding schemes. The starting point is to note that the long-
term contribution of individual i is given by for the expected number of offspring (the expected selection
score) of a parent in category q that are selected to breed in
ri 5 1¤2 o
offspring j
rj, (4) category p on the breeding value of their parent. With random
selection the proportion of the Xp selected in category p that
are expected to have category q parents is 2g0,pq and these arewhere the sums are taken over its male and female offspring.
Because unselected offspring have no long-term contribution, divided equally among the Xq parents in category q. In this
case, the expected selection score for a parent in category qthese sums may be restricted to the selected offspring. Tak-
ing expectations conditional on si(q) and summing over cate- is simply a constant 2Xpg0,pqX21q and does not depend upon
Ai(q). With selection, appendix a shows that this expectationgories p,
is of the form 2XpgpqX21q (1 1 lpq(Ai(q) 2 Aq)). The elements lpq
mi(q) 5
1¤2 o
categories p
form an nc 3 nc matrix L. For mass selection the lpq 5 1¤2ips21P ,
where ip is the intensity of selection in category p, and sP is
3 E[number offspring selected in category p|si(q)] the phenotypic standard deviation.
Step 3, de®ning and deriving P: A second regression model
3 E[rj(p)|si(q)]. (5) is required for the regression of the breeding value of the
selected offspring on the breeding value of the parent. In princi-Let the population have nc categories that describe sex, age,
ple these, too, depend on both the category of offspring andand breeding purpose. Discrete generations are a special case
parent, giving an nc 3 nc matrix P, with ppq representing thewith only two categories, males and females. Initially, si(q) is
coef®cient for offspring category p and parent category q.assumed to be a single variable (ns 5 1), namely the breeding
Thus E[Aj(p) 2 Ap] 5 ppq(Ai(q) 2 Aq). appendix b gives a gen-value Ai(q). This was assumed for mass and sib-index selection
eral derivation for P that is used in all the applications. Forby Woolliams et al. (1993) and Wray et al. (1994). In this
the case of mass selection with only the breeding value confer-situation bq is a single number. The expected long-term contri-
ring selective advantage, ppq 5 1¤2(1 2 kph2), where kp is thebutions for individual i in category q can then be represented
variance reduction coef®cient for selection in category p andby mi(q) 5 aq 1 bq(Ai(q) 2 Aq).
h2 is the heritability in the candidates.The solutions are obtained from four steps: (i) for overlap-
Step 4, solutions: Using Equation 5 with (i) the breeding valueping generations only, to determine the gene ¯ow from the
replacing si(q) as the selective advantage; (ii) the E[numberparents (sic) in previous periods to selected individuals in
selected offspring|Ai(q)] replaced by 2XpgpqX21q (1 1 lpq(Ai(q) 2the current period; (ii) to regress the expected number of
Aq)); (iii) the assumption of equilibrium justifying the use ofoffspring selected for a parent upon the selective advantage(s),
the same a and b for both parent and offspring; (iv) (Aj(p) 2with the regression coef®cients lpq forming an nc 3 nc matrix L;
Ap) in E[rj(p)|si(q)] replaced by ppq(Ai(q) 2 Aq); and collecting(iii) to regress the selective advantage(s) of a selected offspring
terms independent of Ai(q) and those linearly dependent uponupon those of the parent, with the coef®cients ppq forming
Ai(q) separately givesan nc 3 nc matrix P; (iv) from these steps calculate the vectors
of aq and bq for all categories, i.e, a 5 (a1, a2, . . . , anc)
T, and aq 5 o
p
XpgpqX21q ap (6a)
b 5 (b1, b2, . . . , bnc)
T, both of dimension nc 3 1.
Step 1, de®ning the gene ¯ow matrix G: The concept of gene bq(Ai(q) 2 Aq) 5 o
p
(XpgpqX21q lpqap1 XpgpqX21q bpppq)¯ow (Hill 1974) is used, but the development of Hill does
not account for the inheritance of selective advantage that is
3 (Ai(q) 2 Aq). (6b)critical for selection. A consequence of this selective advantage
is that the probability that the parent of a selected individual in The quadratic terms have been neglected and this is addressed
category p comes from category q will depend on the selection in the discussion. If N is the diagonal matrix with elements
intensity in category p and the selective advantage of category Xp, then the matrix forms of Equations 6a and 6b are
q over other categories contributing candidates for category
(Na) 5 GT(Na) (7a)p. If category q has a selective advantage over other categories
then its offspring will have increasing success as selection be- (Nb) 5 (I 2 GT ^ P T )21 (GT ^ LT )(Na) , (7b)
comes more intense. Consider an example where dams from
age 1 have a higher genetic merit than those of age 2, and where ^ denotes element-by-element multiplication of the
matrices.the two ages contribute equally to a group of newborn individ-
uals. If selection among this newborn group is at random, Therefore, Na is a right eigenvector of GT with eigenvalue
1 (this eigenvector exists because all rows of G sum to 1). Thisthen those chosen are expected to come equally from 1- and
2-yr-old females; but if there is selection in this group, offspring de®nes a only up to a scalar. Let L be the generation interval
de®ned as the period of time for the population to renewof females of age 1 would be expected to be favored.
In the standard gene ¯ow matrix (Hill 1974), the key itself. Then (i) over its lifetime, a single cohort has a total
long-term contribution of Rp Xpap and so LRpXpap 5 1; (ii) theelements are g0,pq representing the proportions of genes in the
newborn cohort from which category p will be selected (at average age at which the long-term contributions are made
is given by L 5 (RXpap)21RXpap age(p), where age(p) is the agesome time in their life) that arise from category q parents.
To obtain the expected long-term contributions a modi®ed of individuals in category p. Combining these two formulae
gives the constraint RpXpap age(p) 5 1, and this is suf®cientmatrix is required (G, of dimension nc 3 nc) in which each
row represents a category of selected individuals (rather than to de®ne a uniquely. Note L 5 (RXpap)21. For discrete gen-
erations, with the standard two pathways, a 5 (1¤2X21m ,1¤2X 21f )Tnewborn), and with the elements gpq of each row representing
the proportions of genes in the selected individuals transferred and L 5 1 always.
The vector Nb is completely determined once G, P, L, andthrough breeding from the parents in the different categories
q. With discrete generations and the standard two pathways, a are de®ned. If we consider a simple case with a single
category that may occur with a monoecious population withG 5 (1¤2, 1¤2|1¤2, 1¤2) always. Deterministic procedures to obtain
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X parents, then all the terms become scalars and b 5 (1 2 E[DGeq] 5 o
nc
q51
Xq E[mi(q)ai(q)], (10)
p)21la and a 5 X21. For more than one category the gpq act
as weighting factors across the categories for the different
where now the expectations are conditional on being selectedvalues of ppq and lpq.
as a parent rather than unconditional as was the case in Equa-Extension to multiple variables (s): With multiple variables
tion 3. Equation 10 is expressed solely in terms of the selected(ns) conferring selective advantage, mi(q) 5 aq 1 bTq (si(q) 2 sq).
individuals and in terms that are predictable rather than sim-a remains a vector of length nc but b is a vector of length ncns
ply observed.of the form (bT1, bT2, . . . , bTnc)
T. Each element lpq becomes a
1 3 ns submatrix lpq, and each element ppq becomes an ns 3 If mi(q) 5 aq 1 bTq (si(q) 2 sq) then Equation 10 immediately
ns submatrix ppq. The matrix L is of order nc 3 ncns, and P is decomposes the gain into two components: the ®rst,
of ncns 3 ncns. The solution for a remains unchanged (Equa- Rncq XqaqE[ai(q)], is the expected gain from selection within fami-
tions 6a and 7a). To obtain the equation analogous to (6b), lies, which occurs at the time of selection of the ancestor,
let sj(p(v)) and si(q(w)) represent variables v and w in sj(p) and si(q), while the second, Rncq51 XqbTq E[(si(q) 2 sq)ai(q)], represents the
respectively, so 1 # v, w # ns: expected between-family gain, and describes the changes in
contribution of selected ancestors from the time of their selec-
tion until convergence in the long term. Because the between-bq(w)(si(q(w)) 2 sq(w)) 5 (o
nc
p51
XpgpqX21q lpq(w)ap
family gain is explicitly de®ned in terms of the selective advan-
tages, the gain can be decomposed into components arising
1 o
nc
p51
XpgpqX21q o
ns
v51
bp(v) pp(v)q(w)) from each category and each selective advantage within catego-
ries.
3 (si(q(w)) 2 sq(w)). (8) The covariance between the Mendelian sampling term ai(q)
and (si(q) 2 sq) following the selection of the ancestor can beThe matrix forms of the equations for multiple variables in calculated using standard index theory. Note that because thissi(q) (not shown) are the same as in (7), but with (i) the de®ni- is a covariance with the deviation from a sample mean, adjust-tion of ^ being extended to mean the multiplication of the ments of (1 2 X21q ) should result in increased precision. Forsubmatrices ppq and lpq by the element gpq; and (ii) in (7b), simplicity, this has not been applied in the results presented.Nb is replaced by N ^ b; i.e., each subvector bq is multiplied The predicted increase in precision can be con®rmed fromby Xq. the results shown.A further re®nement of a: This section is not essential to
Development of contributions over time: This section is notthe overall development, but it can prove important for good
essential to the overall development but describes the solutionapproximation in complex structures and it is used in results.
to an important application of gene ¯ow. In complex popula-The section describes an improvement in the estimation of
tion structures it is often useful to predict how quickly improve-a, which corresponds to a second-order approximation.
ment in one part of the population diffuses through to otherThe gpq account for the different selective advantages among parts of the population or what proportion of the gene ¯owthe categories of the parents at the time of selection but
arises from particular pathways (e.g., by male descent alone).the advantages or disadvantages are inherited in part by the
This requires methods to predict the rate of convergence ofselected offspring. From Equation 6a, aq 5 Rncp51XpgpqX21q genetic contributions over time.(ap 1 bTpdpq), where dpq 5 E[sp|category q parent] 2 sp. After To simplify the notation the development of contributionsrearranging terms in Equations 6a and 6b,
over time is given for the single selective advantage, the breed-
ing value, A. It is assumed that when t 5 0, the population is(Na) 5 (GT 1 (GT ^ DT )(I 2 GT ^ PT )21
already in equilibrium. For category q, a selected individual at
3 (GT ^ LT))(Na), (9) time 0 has a vector (dimension nc 3 1) of contributions to
selected individuals in category p at time t given by cq(p, t) 1where D is dimension (ncns 3 nc), with submatrix pq equal to bq(p, t)(Ai(q) 2 Aq). This is a form similar to that of the long-dpq. Although a is still de®ned as a right eigenvector of a matrix term contribution, but before convergence it will differ be-with eigenvalue one, the matrix is now more complex. The
tween categories p and so needs to be de®ned for each p. Letconstraint to de®ne a uniquely is unchanged. When genera-
cq(t) 5 (cq(1, t), cq(2, t), . . . cq(nc, t))T, and bq(t) 5 (bq(1, t),tions are discrete and with the standard two-pathway model,
bq(2, t), . . . bq(nc, t))T. Then cq(0) 5 0 except for X21q in theD 5 0.
qth position, and bq(0) 5 0. A further vector of regressions isExpected long-term contributions and rates of gain: For any
required, fq(t), for which the pth element is the regression ofone individual i the total long-term contribution is the sum
the breeding value of the selected individual in category p atof its long-term contributions as it moves through the different
time t on the breeding value of an ancestor in category q. Bycategories over its lifetime, i.e., ri 5 Rncq51ri(q). De®ne Si(q) 5 1 if
de®nition fq(0) 5 0 except for the qth position where it is 1.i is selected in category q, 0 otherwise; then
It is critical to note that the contributions at time t to the
selected individuals in category p of age(p) will depend onE[ri|Si(q), q 5 1, . . . , nc] 5 o
nc
q51
Si(q)E[ri(q)|Si(q) 5 1]
the consequences of the selection upon the parental gene
pool at time t 2 age(p): the more intense the selection, the
5 o
nc
q51
Si(q)mi(q). more those parent categories with greater selection advantages
will dominate. In a selection scheme, a group of newborn
individuals will typically be subject to different selection inten-When the expected long-term contribution is expressed in
sities as they become older. Therefore the complete spectrumterms of the components of the breeding value, in particular
of contributions among the selected individuals in the differ-the Mendelian sampling term, the expected long-term contri-
ent categories at time t will depend on states back to t 2bution is suf®cient for the prediction of genetic gain because
maxage, where maxage is the maximum age of the parentsthe remaining part (ri(q) 2 mi(q)) has no covariance with the
in the breeding scheme. De®ne Gp to be the nc 3 nc matrixMendelian sampling term. Within a category q the sum of Si(q)
consisting of zeros, except for the single row correspondingover all candidates is Xq, and so application of Equation 3
gives to category p, which is identical to the pth row of G. Then
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ance is h20. The categories are q 5 m for male and f forcq(t) 5 o
nc
p51
Gp cq(t 2 age(p)) (11a)
female. The notation is included in Table 1.
The regression models required are derived from ap-bq(t) 5 o
nc
p51
Gpbq(t 2 age(p)) 1 o
nc
p51
X21q (Gp ^ L)
pendices a and b: lpq 5 iptq(2sI)21 and ppq 5 1¤2(1 2
kptqrsAs21I ), where tm 5 b3 and tf 5 b2(1 2 XmX21f ) 13 fq(t 2 age(p)) (11b)
b3XmX21f and t 5 1¤2(tm 1 tf). The tq values were used by
fq(t) 5 o
nc
p51
(Gp ^ P) fq(t 2 age(p)). (11c) Wray et al. (1994) and are twice the regression of the
index of the candidate on the breeding value of the
Equation 11a describes the contribution of category q to parent of sex q, s2I is the variance of the index, and r
each category at each time t, with element p of the sum describ- is the accuracy of the index.
ing the contributions of category q ancestors (at time t 5 0)
After simpli®cation of Equation 7 (see Woolliams etto category p parents at time t, accounting for the selection
al. 1999 for further details),in category p through the matrix Gp. Equation 11b describes
the relationship of contributions from ancestors within cate-
aq 5
1¤2X21q , bq 5 1¤4i(t 1 tq)(sI 1 kz)21X21q , (12)gory q (at time t 5 0) to each category at each time t to the
selective advantage; this arises from two processes, the ®rst, where k 5 [kt 1 1¤8(tm 2 tf)(km 2 kf)] and z 5 rsA. Thisanalogous to (11a), from the transfer of differential contribu-
form is nearly equivalent to that given by Wray et al.tions among ancestors of category q that were accumulated
(1994), but their derivation proceeded on differentup to and including time t 2 1, and the second from further
(and more complex) lines. Three points of differencedifferential contributions from selective advantages among
the candidates at time t due to ancestors in category q at time should be noted. First, Wray et al. (1994) do not include
t 5 0. Equation 11c describes the changes in the selective the small 1¤8(tm 2 tf)(km 2 kf) term in k that arises whenadvantages among the candidates at time t due to ancestors both the selection intensity and the regression on theof category q at time t 5 0.
parental breeding value differ between the sexes. Sec-When t becomes large, the mixing assumption for the popu-
ond, the indices of Wray et al. (1994) are explicitlylation ensures that both cq(t) and bq(t) converge to a vector with
all elements equal, namely aq1 and bq1, respectively, where 1 5 scaled so that the regression of the breeding value of
(1, . . . , 1)T. Furthermore fq(t) → 0 because the eigenvalues the candidate on its index is 1 (i.e., rsAs21I 5 1), but
of G ^ P are ,1 and .21, and this re¯ects the diminishing scaling does not change tqs21I and so a and b do noteffect of ancestors over time on the selection advantage of
change with scaling. Finally in this article, predictions intheir descendants.
equilibrium are obtained using equilibrium parameters.By rede®ning the state vector at time t to include not only
cq(t) but also cq(t 2 1), . . . cq(t 2 maxage 1 1), Equation 11a Rate of gain from sib-indices: The decomposition of the
can be reformulated (results not shown) so that the state rate of gain is achieved using Equation 10 and standard
vector at time t is the product of a square stochastic matrix index theory. Within-family gain is given by
of order nc 3 maxage and the state vector at time t 2 1. Using
this reformulation and the properties of stochastic matrices o
nc
q
XqaqE[ai(q)|i selected] 5 o
q5m,f
1¤4h20iqtws21I 5 1¤2h20itws21I ,(described in Appendix 1 of Hill 1974), it can be demon-
strated that Equations 11 are consistent with Equations 7 and
the constraint Rp Xpapage(p) 5 1 (results not shown). because aq 5 1¤2X21q and E[ai(q)|i selected] 5 1¤2h20tqtws21I ,
The discrete time contributions with the re®nement in esti- where tw is the regression of the index I on ai(q)(tw 5
mating a are given in appendix c. An example of application b1(1 2 n21F ) 1 b2(n21F 2 n21H ) 1 b3n21H ). The total be-is given in results.
tween-family gain is given by
o
nc
q51
XqbTq E[(si(q) 2 sq)ai(q)|i selected]APPLICATION OF MODELS AND RESULTS
Expected long-term contributions and genetic gain 5 o
q5m,f
1¤8h20i(t 1 tq)(1 2 kqtwzs21I )(sI 1 kz)21
for general sib-indices in discrete generations: A general
sib-index of the form I 5 b1(P 2 PF) 1 b2(PF 2 PH) 1 because cov(ai(q), Ai(q)) 5 1¤2h20(1 2 kqtwzs21I ) for the se-
b3PH was studied by Wray et al. (1994), where I is the lected individuals in category q.
index, P is the phenotype of the candidate, PF is the The total gain, summed over both sexes, including
mean of the full-sib family (size nF) including the candi- both between- and within-family gain is, after simpli®ca-
date, and PH is the mean of the half-sib family (size nH) tion,
including the candidate and full-sibs. Mass selection is
DGeq 5 1¤2h20i(tw 1 t)(sI 1 kz)21. (13)a special case with b1 5 b2 5 b3 5 1. For simplicity, the
only selective advantage considered in this article, si(q), This uses the result kmtm 1 kftf 5 1¤2(km 1 kf)(tm 1 tf) 1
is the breeding value Ai(q), with other forms of environ- 1¤2(km 2 kf)(tm 2 tf) 5 2kt 1 1¤2(km 2 kf)(tm 2 tf).
mental in¯uences that are often considered (e.g., litter Consistency with other approaches: Equation 13 for equi-
effects) omitted and random mating assumed. For dis- librium DGeq can be compared to the standard formula
crete generations there are just two categories, males DG 5 irsA 5 iz. Equation 13 comes from considering
and females. In an unselected base generation the phe- the gain achieved from a single cohort over all subse-
quent generations, whereas the standard formula comesnotypic variance (s2P) is 1 and the additive genetic vari-
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from considering the gain achieved by all previous gen- tions and genetic gain. They showed that the primary
source of between-family selection among ancestors inerations over a single cohort. For an equilibrium the
two forms must be equal, and equating them results in BLUP is the increment in the EBV between its own
selection and that of its offspring. The initial EBV playeda quadratic equation for z:
the least important role.
kz2 1 sIz 2 1¤2h20[tw 1 t] 5 0. (14) Extensions to other inheritance modes in the absence
of allelic interactions: Extensions of the model to otherEquation 14 can be obtained as an equilibrium condi-
tion when using standard index theory with s2A 5 inheritance modes, such as additive maternal effects or
X-linked variation, are made by de®ning the variables1¤2h20 1 1¤4s2A(1 2 kmr2) 1 1¤4s2A(1 2 kmr2) and cov(A, I) 5
rsAsI. in si(q) and their impact on lpq and ppq. As an example,
results with maternal imprinted variation are given,This demonstrates a consistency between the methods
presented in this article (in particular those detailed in where the passage of genes from parent to offspring
follows normal Mendelian inheritance, but only the al-appendices a and b) with results from classical index
theory for discrete generations. Thus the decision to leles passed to the offspring by the dam are expressed
and affect the phenotype. For maternal imprinting, theneglect the second-order correction for the Bulmer ef-
fect when deriving ppq in appendix b (i.e., correcting breeding value can be split into the ªexpressedº breed-
ing value (A1) inherited from the dam, and the ªlatentºthe genetic variance of the selected parents for selection
among their offspring) is also implicit in standard index breeding value (A2) inherited from the sire and not
expressed.theory.
Equation 14 can be used to give reasonable estimates De®ne si(q) 5 (A2i(q), A1i(q)), with discrete generations
giving two categories, m for males and f for females. Inof equilibrium gain for indices even when using unse-
lected base parameters, because many of the terms are this case, lpm will be zero because the genes passed
by the sire do not in¯uence selection of its offspring.constant over time. To use Equation 14 only the base
generation value of sI is required to solve the quadratic However, lp f will depend on both breeding values, be-
cause although A2 is not expressed in the dam it isequation for z and then gain is estimated by iz. Using
(14) to obtain z results in underestimates rather than expressed in its offspring. For ppq, there is a dependence
on both breeding values: genes passed by the sire onlythe overestimates obtained using base parameters and
ignoring linkage disequilibrium. However, the magni- affect A2, and genes passed by the dam only affect A1.
Because genes passed by the sire are not expressed,tude of the errors from (14) is qualitatively smaller
(Woolliams et al. 1999). Estimates from (14) are not the regression of offspring on parent is unaffected by
selection. Therefore, applying appendices a and b,precise because they assume sI constant, and further
improvements to Equation 14 would require an iterative
G 5 (1¤2, 1¤2|1¤2, 1¤2)scheme in combination with s2I 5 s2I 2 1¤4z2([b22(1 2
XmX21f ) 1 b23XmX21f ](k 1 kf) 1 b23(k 1 km)). The consis- L 5 (0.0, 0.0, 1¤2ims21P , 1¤2ims21P |0.0, 0.0, 1¤2ifs21P , 1¤2ifs21P )
tency, demonstrated with standard index theory, shows
P 5 (1¤2, 1¤2, 0.0, 0.0|0.0, 0.0, 1¤2(1 2 kmh2), 1¤2(1 2 kmh2)that this leads to the same result as the usual procedures
for deriving equilibrium gain by iterating on the index |1¤2, 1¤2, 0.0, 0.0|0.0, 0.0, 1¤2(1 2 kfh2), 1¤2(1 2 kfh2)),
accuracy and the genetic variance among the parents.
where h2 5 Var(A1)/s2P, and the phenotypic variance,Expected long-term contributions for best linear unbi-
s2P, is the sum of the variance of A1 and the environmen-ased predictors: The analysis of individual long-term
tal variance. Equation 7 was used to obtain b.contributions can be extended to BLUP evaluation and
Predictions were made using variance parameters ob-indices derived from it. With sib-indices, si(q) was simply
tained after iteration to equilibrium. To calculate DG,the breeding value Ai(q) because it is the only means by
the expected values of the Mendelian sampling termswhich a parent may in¯uence its offspring over multiple
for selected individuals and the covariance with si(q) forgenerations (in the absence of common environmental
selected individuals were calculated using standard in-effects, etc.). With BLUP, different approaches to the
dex theory:form of si(q) can be taken. Woolliams et al. (1999) used
three terms for individual i in category q: AÃ i(q), the ªinitial E[(a2m, a1m, a2f , a1f )] 5 (0.0, 1¤2h20ims21P , 0.0, 1¤2h20ifs21P )
EBVº at the point of selection of i; dAÃ i(q), the ªincrementº
cov(si(q), (a2i(q) 1 a1i(q))) 5 1¤2h20 (1.0, (1.0 2 kmh2),in the EBV at the point of selection of its offspring; and
eÃi(q), the remaining ªprediction errorº of the parent at 1.0, (1.0 2 kfh2))T.
the selection of offspring. Selection of i itself is deter-
mined by AÃ i(q), the selection of the offspring is in¯uenced Because this is imprinted variation, half the genes from
an ancestor will be expressed in females and half willby AÃ i(q) and dAÃ i(q), while selection of grand-offspring and
subsequent generations is in¯uenced by all three. Using be latent in males in the long term. Therefore gains
predicted from Equation 3 should be halved.the methods described here, Woolliams et al. (1999)
obtained excellent predictions of expected contribu- Excellent predictions of expected genetic contribu-
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tions and genetic gain were obtained (Woolliams et al. the mixing proportions for the Normal distributions
were 2g0,pq (q 5 1, 2, 3), i.e., the frequency of the1999). From these results Woolliams et al. (1999) were
able to show the relative importance of A2 and A1 in candidates with parent category q; the means of the
Normal distributions were the deviations of the can-male and female parents in contributing to within- and
between-family gain. didates with parent category q from the mean of all
like-sexed candidates, i.e., 1¤2dq; and the variances wereOverlapping generations: An example of application
with overlapping generations is presented for mass se- assumed independent of parent category q and the
phenotypic variance was adjusted for the componentlection, with a ®xed number of parents selected at each
age, in a two-path scheme (i.e., there was no subdivision of genetic variance between categories of the same
sex as parent category q, i.e., s2P 2 Rq* same sex as qof breeding individuals into males to breed males, males
to breed females, etc.). The general approach is ex- 1¤4(2g0,pq*)d2q*. In the ®rst iteration, each row of G was
plained in more detail by Bijma and Woolliams (1999). (0.5, 0.336, 0.164), thus indicating that although the
The steps are illustrated using a scheme with three cate- dams of ages 1 and 3 provided equal numbers of
gories: 20 males breeding at 1 yr of age, 20 females candidates, the candidates with dams of age 1 were
breeding at 1 yr of age, and 20 females breeding at 3 expected to be twice as successful in having selected
yr of age, respectively. The number of offspring per offspring.
litter was eight and the trait was assumed to have a 6. L and P matrices were constructed according to
heritability of 0.4. The age groups not used for parents appendices a and b, respectively. For mass selection,
are omitted: males age 1 (category 1), females age 1 ppq 5 0.5(1 2 kph2) and lpq 5 0.5ips21P . In the ®rst
(category 2), and females age 3 (category 3). iteration, P 5 0.344 11T, where 1T 5 (1, 1, 1), L 5
0.836 11T, and D 5 1 (0, 0.092, 20.188). The result1. The genetic make-up of the newborns is described
for D indicates that the breeding value of a selectedby g0,p1, g0,p2, and g0,p3. These are 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25, individual (of any category p) with a dam of age 1 isrespectively for all categories p. It is the same for all
expected to be 0.28 greater than a selected individualoffspring categories p because it is only a two-path
of the same category with a dam of age 3.model. From the g0,pq, and the number of parents
7. a and b were calculated according to Equations 7band the family sizes, the selection intensities (ip) and
and 9. In the ®rst iteration (Na)T 5 (0.395, 0.289,variance reduction coef®cients (kp) were calculated
0.106) and (Nb)T 5 (0.503, 0.338, 0.165).for each category: ip 5 1.647, kp 5 0.817, i.e., the
8. The covariance of the Mendelian sampling term withsame for all three categories.
the breeding values was calculated and DG was up-2. An initial DG was assumed as a starting point for
dated using Equation 11; this uses the result thatiteration. In the following, the starting point was DG
E[ai(q)] 5 1¤2h20iqs21P , and after selection cov(ai(q), Ai(q)) 5calculated from standard gene ¯ow (Hill 1974).
1¤2h20(1 2 kqh2).After iterating to an equilibrium, this was calculated
9. Steps 3 through 8 were repeated to convergence.to be DG 5 0.412.
3. The genetic value of the selected parents in category Results after convergence of the iterations were a 5
p was iph2sP 2 (age(p) 2 1)DG. Deviations from the (0.0200, 0.0149, 0.0050)T and b 5 (0.0255, 0.0171,
overall means of the selected males and females were 0.0084)T. Predicted gain within families was (0.134,
d 5 (0, 10.412, 20.412); i.e., the female parents age 0.100, 0.034), and predicted gain between families was
1 had breeding values 0.412 units above average and (0.067, 0.045, 0.022), giving a total gain of 0.402. At
the female parents age 3 had breeding values 0.412 equilibrium G was 1 (0.500, 0.335, 0.165). This was com-
units below average. pared to simulation results for 1000 replicates: a 5
4. Before selection, genetic variance in category p was (0.0197, 0.0145, 0.0052)T with a maximum SE of 0.0009;
calculated using the pooled variance within catego- b 5 (0.0249, 0.0175, 0.0071)T with a maximum SE of
ries plus between categories plus the Mendelian sam- 0.0004; and a total gain of 0.398 (SE 0.001). Thus very
pling variance: close agreement between simulations and predictions
was obtained. As in discrete generations the gain from1¤2h20 1 o
q
(1¤4s2A(2g0,pq)(1 2 kqh2) 1 1¤4(2g0,pq)d2q).
mass selection was evenly divided between males and
females. The gene ¯ow predicted using Hill (1974) isThis was 0.370 for all p, and the phenotypic variance
a 5 (0.0167, 0.0083, 0.0083). Hill (1974) makes nowas s2P 5 0.970 for all p.
prediction of b.5. G was calculated using a truncation algorithm to ®nd
The generation interval, de®ned by the time takena truncation point for a given upper-tail probability
to turn over the genes once, was predicted fromfor a mixture of Normal distributions. The algorithm
(RXqaq)21 to be 1.25 (cf. 1.26 with SE 0.01 in the simula-was used twice for the selection of candidates in each
tions), which was notably shorter than the average agecategory, ®rst to obtain the genetic make-up from
of the parents. This was because of the cumulative effectsire categories and then to obtain the genetic make-
up from dam categories. For category p candidates, of the selective advantage of the younger age group
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TABLE 2
The time course of expected contributions from an individual female parent of age one at t 5 0
To males age 1 To females age 1 To females age 3
Time c(t) b(t) c(t) b(t) c(t) b(t)
t 5 1 0.0167 0.0140 0.0167 0.0140 0 0
t 5 2 0.0151 0.0157 0.0151 0.0157 0 0
t 5 3 0.0132 0.0146 0.0132 0.0146 0.0167 0.0140
t 5 6 0.0148 0.0168 0.0148 0.0168 0.0145 0.0160
t 5 10 0.0149 0.0170 0.0149 0.0170 0.0149 0.0170
The breeding scheme has mass selection with 20 male parents of age 1, 40 female parents of ages 1 and 3
(20 of each age), eight offspring per litter, and heritability 0.4. The expected contribution is c(t) 1
b(t)(Ai 2 A).
of females. Although they produced equal numbers of tions of genetic gain directly follow from the expected
offspring they produced more than twice as many par- long-term contributions. Unlike irsA, the relationship
ents. However, the generation interval was not predict- between gain and contributions (Equations 3 and 10)
able from the equilibrium G alone (i.e., accounting for shows that gain comes from generating a covariance
a single generation of selective advantage) because this between the long-term contributions and the new vari-
would have predicted an interval of 1.33 (i.e., 0.5 3 1 1 ance arising in the population (i.e., the Mendelian sam-
0.335 3 1 1 3 3 0.165). pling variation) in each cohort, thus changing the de-
To obtain the time course of the contributions, ap- scription of gain from a statistical one to a genetical
pendix c was used. appendix c needs the following one.
matrices based on G: The framework has been developed to describe the
expected genetic contribution over all time horizonsG1: (0.500, 0.335, 0.165|0.0, 0.0, 0.0|0.0, 0.0, 0.0) from the short-term to the long-term. The novel, closed
G2: (0.0, 0.0, 0.0|0.500, 0.335, 0.165|0.0, 0.0, 0.0) formulae (Equations 7 and 9) produced for the ex-
pected long-term contribution of an ancestor rely onG3: (0.0, 0.0, 0.0|0.0, 0.0, 0.0|0.500, 0.335, 0.165). the assumption of equilibrium in the selection process.
If there is no equilibrium the error will depend on theThe results are shown in Table 2 for the time course of
relative degree of departure in relation to the timescalecontributions from category 2. The contributions con-
verged in cohort 10. of convergence of the contributions (approximately ®ve
generations). However, this assumption is not necessary
for the use of Equations 11, where contributions are
DISCUSSION predicted over ®nite time periods, but more effort may
be required to de®ne the changes in the necessary pa-This study developed a framework for predicting the
rameters if there is no equilibrium.expected genetic contributions of individuals and cate-
In the development of the framework, the effectsgories of individuals under a wide range of selection and
of inbreeding on parameters and progress have beeninheritance models. This framework allows selection to
neglected, but this is not a serious problem. First, thebe more properly accounted for compared to existing
timescale for the convergence of contributions is smallgene-¯ow methods for overlapping generations and
in comparison to the timescale for the effects of inbreed-multiple breeding groups (such as that presented by
ing on parameters in breeding schemes, especiallyHill 1974). Furthermore, it advances understanding by
where inbreeding is controlled to be at reasonable lev-considering the differential gene ¯ow among individu-
els. The impact of individuals within a cohort is veryals within categories, an extension not hitherto achieved
largely decided within ®ve generations, and even withinexcept in some special cases. The framework was con-
this period, the scope for controlling an individual'sstructed by ®rst modeling the selection process and the
contribution declines exponentially (the scope can betransfer of selective advantages within a single genera-
measured by the variance of an individual's contributiontion of selection, and second, extending this to multiple
within the population). A second reason is that schemesgenerations. Two regression models are required, both
will most usefully be compared at the same rates ofof which are derived using standard index theory: ®rst,
inbreeding, and so the neglect of inbreeding is lessa model describing the expected number of selected
likely to bias the comparisons made.offspring a parent may have (L); and the second describ-
The expected long-term contribution has been de-ing the relationship of the selective advantages of a
selected offspring with those of the parent (P). Predic- scribed in a general linear form aq 1 bTq (si(q) 2 sq),
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where s is a vector of selective advantages for an ancestor springº for the examples considered, because the
younger breeding groups had a selective advantage andi. Judged by the accuracy of the results in this study,
the omission of quadratic terms from the model has the progeny of older parents were less likely to be se-
lected. The need for a modi®ed generation intervalnot led to serious errors in predicting the rates of gain
or the linear component of relationship between the arising from the inheritance of the selective advantage
was considered previously (Bichard et al. 1973; Jameslong-term contribution and the selective advantages.
Quadratic terms in s do not affect the prediction of rates 1977). Bichard et al. (1973) argued that the traditional
generation interval might be usefully modi®ed to ac-of gain unless terms of the order E[s2a] are signi®cant
(which will involve the skewness of a after selection), count for nonrandomness among parental age-groups
in the survival of their offspring to produce grand-off-and will not in¯uence the predicted rate of inbreeding
unless higher moments than the variance of s are consid- spring. This is what occurs with the inheritance of selec-
tive advantage between categories of different ages. Forered (Woolliams and Thompson 1994). The linear
approximations used in the applications, and presented example, such a modi®cation would exclude from the
calculation of generation interval parents whose solein the appendices, were robust.
The a represents the proportion of genes that derive purpose is to produce a commercial cohort outside the
breeding population. James (1977) moved the argu-from the various categories as a whole, and these can
differ qualitatively from predictions using Hill (1974), ment forward by considering the generation interval
calculated from only those parents with selected off-because the earlier study does not account for the inher-
itance of selective advantages. The impact of this may spring, and he showed that for the purposes of calculat-
ing rates of genetic gain either de®nition of L wouldbe particularly great where breeding structures, subject
to selection, are subdivided with migration, either suf®ce providing the calculation of the selection differ-
ential is matched to the de®nition of the generationplanned or random, taking place between the subdivi-
sions. In these circumstances, ignoring the selective ad- interval.
The average age of the parents might generally bevantage between groups will overestimate the impact of
groups of lesser merit and underestimate the impact of considered to refer to the age at the birth of unselected
offspring. The de®nition of James (1977) considers thecohorts of greater merit. The consequences of these
errors may be the maintenance and use of subdivisions average age of the parents at the birth of the selected
offspring who will then produce the unselected grand-that have little potential to contribute in the long-term
and a greater rate of inbreeding in the population than offspring. These de®nitions may be viewed as a one-gen-
eration estimate of the generation interval and an itera-had been anticipated (Bijma et al. 1999). The framework
presented here and that of Hill (1974) give the same tion beyond this, respectively, whereas the calculation
from long-term contributions represents the convergedprediction of a when selection is at random, because
(i) elements of G are identical to g0,pq, (ii) P 5 0, and estimate. The de®nition of the generation interval from
long-term contributions avoids any debate on what par-(iii) L 5 0.
The genetic contribution of an individual represents ents should or should not be included. The average age
of the parents at the birth of their unselected offspringthe expected impact its Mendelian sampling term has
on the population. Within a cohort, the magnitude of remains of operational signi®cance to breeding schemes,
but the generation interval de®ned by the long-termthe contribution made by an individual will depend
upon the breeding categories in which it is included contributions is an unambiguous genetic property of a
population.over its lifetime. In any newborn cohort, even when
generations overlap, the males are expected to have a The consistency of the framework with other ap-
proaches for estimating gain in discrete generationstotal long-term contribution equal to those of the fe-
males, i.e., Rmale categories Xqaq 5 Rfemale categories Xqaq. When gen- is important, but this consistency does not extend to
overlapping generations. The main approach for pre-erations are discrete these sums are equal to one-half,
but when generations overlap the sums will be less than diction of gain in overlapping generations is that of
Rendel and Robertson (1950). The formula obtainedone-half.
The sum of the total contributions from any one by Rendel and Robertson was also obtained by Hill
(1974) as a consequence of deriving the traditional genecohort, including both sexes, is a natural measure of
the rate at which genes in the population are renewed. ¯ow, and this apparent consistency added credence to
both the approach and the wider results of traditionalIn particular the rate measured by the R Xqaq places an
emphasis upon those contributions that are destined to gene ¯ow. However, this study shows that this consis-
tency is not justi®ed. The estimates of equilibrium gainremain in the population in the long term. Thus (R
Xqaq)21 is the period of time for the population to com- using contributions and Rendel and Robertson differ
slightly from each other. The estimate of gain fromplete a cycle of renewal and is a measure of the genera-
tion interval, L. The generation interval de®ned by the contributions arises from the prospective analysis of the
impact of a single cohort to the future population overlong-term contributions is shorter than the traditional
ªaverage age of the parents at the birth of their off- the long term. In contrast, the estimate of gain from
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Rendel and Robertson (1950) arises from a retrospec- pendices a and b). In other situations, such as the use
of quadratic indices (Meuwissen 1997; Grundy et al.tive analysis of the impact of selection in the whole
population to a single cohort. One reason why differ- 1998), the formulae given in the appendices, based
upon truncation selection, may not be appropriateences between these approaches might be expected with
overlapping generations is the calculation of selection whereas the results given in Equations 7, 9, 10, and 11
may remain valid. Therefore it is important to recognizedifferentials, because each cohort is a mixture of many
truncated Normal distributions. that the details of these appendices are not an integral
part of the recipe and other approaches could replaceThe second component of the expected long-term
contribution is the linear regression on the selective them in the recipe to suit the needs of a particular
study.advantages of an individual (b). These terms describe
the expected differential contributions within a category J.A.W. gratefully acknowledges the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
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selection, Normal distribution theory infers that the re-for predicting rates of inbreeding in selection populations.
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Communicating editor: R. G. Shaw V*pq 5 (Vpq 2 kps22I npnTq ), V*qq 5 (Vqq 2 kps22I nqnTq ).
Let ppq be the matrix of coef®cients of sj(p) on si(q) after
selection; then ppq 5 V*pq V*21qq .APPENDIX A: A GENERAL APPROXIMATION TO lpq
In the applications described this is approximated by
The regression of selection score of the unselected can- ppq 5 V*pq V21qq . This is for three reasons: (i) simpler
didates of category p on the index I is given by vpip/sI forms; (ii) it coincides with preceding published theory
(Wray and Thompson 1990), where vp is the selection on genetic contributions; and (iii) such an assumption
proportion for category p. For a parent i of category q, is implicit in standard index theory.
the regression of the candidate index on si(q) for all the As an example with more than a single variable con-
parents of category p that are of the same sex as category sider mass selection in discrete generations with random
q was derived by standard index theory appropriate to mating, where the vector of selective advantages explic-
the inheritance model under consideration (denote the itly includes the breeding value of the mate as well
coef®cients for the regression on (si(q) 2 s) by w). as the individual. There are two categories, males and
For each offspring of the parent from group q the females. In this case si(q) has two variables for each parent
probability of selection can then be approximated by in category q, (Ai(q) 2 Aq, Ai(q9) 2 Aq9), where Ai(q) is the
vp(1 1 is21I wT(si(q) 2 s)). The expected number of off- breeding value of i in category q, and Ai(q9) is the breeding
spring for a parent of category p is then npvp(1 1 value of its mate, and de®ne sj(p) similarly for the selected
is21I wT(si(q) 2 s)), where np is the number of candidates progeny j(p). Vpq 5 (1¤2s2A(1 2 kqh2), 1¤2s2A(1 2 kq9h2)|0, 0),
in category p per parent. npvp is equal to or 2g0,pqXpX21q , np 5 (s2A|0), nq 5 (1¤2s2A(1 2 kqh2)|1¤2s2A(1 2 kq9h2)), Vqq 5
where g0 is the proportion of genes among the newborn diag(s2A(1 2 kqh2), s2A(1 2 kq9h2)), resulting in ppq 5
category p that derive from category q. (1¤2(1 2 kph2), 1¤2(1 2 kph2)|0, 0). These are results of
Considering only category q parents, they have an Wray and Thompson (1990). This example was chosen
average selective advantage given by sq so the expectation to obtain a fuller description of the expected long-term
is 2g0,pqXpX21q (1 1 is21I wT(si(q) 2 sq) 1 is21I wT(sq 2 s)). For contribution by explicitly including the mate. Ignoring
suf®ciently small deviations this is z2g0,pqXpX21q (1 1 the mate is valid for considering genetic gain, providing
is21I wT(si(q) 2 sq))(1 1 is21I wT(sq 2 s)), where the last the matrices are appropriately constructed; e.g., if mat-
term in the product may be viewed as the additional ing had been assortative rather than random the covari-
selective advantage of category q, and so g0,pq(1 1 ance between parent and offspring breeding value
is21I wT(sq 2 s)) ≈ gpq and lpq ≈ is21I w. would need to account for the mate implicitly.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF ppq APPENDIX C: CONTRIBUTIONS OVER FINITE TIME
WHEN a IS ESTIMATED AS A RIGHT EIGENVECTORLet si(q) be the vector of deviations of explanatory
OF (GT 1 (GT ^ DT )(I 2 GT ^ PT )21 (GT ^ LT ))variables from their mean for a parent in category q and
sj(p) for an unselected progeny in category p and likewise Adjustment of Equations 7 is done assuming, for sim-
Ij(p) be the index upon which will be decided the selec- plicity, the only selective advantage is the breeding
tion, or otherwise, of j(p). Let s 5 (sTi(q)|sTj(p)|Ij(p)) have the value. For category q, a selected individual at time 0, the
partitioned (co)variance matrix vector of contributions to selected individuals in catego-
ries at time t is given by cq(t) 1 bq(t) (Ai(q) 2 Aq).
The approach taken is to use a modi®ed form of
Equation 4:1Vqq V Tpq nqVpq Vpp np
nTq n
T
p s
2
I
2.
ri(q)(t) 5 1¤2 o
offspring j e category p
rj(p)(t 2 age(p)).
Before selection among candidates in category p, si(q) Therefore the expected contribution after t cohorts is
and sj(p) can be expressed as regressions on Ij(p): calculated by considering the expected contributions of
selected offspring in category p, for t 2 age(p) cohorts.sj(p) 5 s22I npIj(p) 1 εj(p)
